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In this paper we prove that a free product of conjugacy separable groups A and
B, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy separable if A and B are
subgroup separable, cyclic conjugacy separable, 2-free, and residually p-finite, for
all prime numbers p. The following result is an example of the applications we
obtain as consequences of our main theorem. Let A and B each be a free product
of surface groups, amalgamating a maximal cyclic subgroup. Then a free product
of A and B, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy separable. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
A group is called conjugacy separable if, for every pair of nonconjugate
elements of the group, there is a finite homomorphic image in which their
images are not conjugate. Much of the interest in the conjugacy separabil-
ity of groups}especially of those arising in topology}stems from a
w xtheorem of Mostowski 14 , which asserts that a finitely presented and
conjugacy separable group has a solvable conjugacy problem.
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w xDyer 6 proved that a free product of two free groups, amalgamating a
cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy separable. Such groups are sometimes called
‘‘cyclically pinched one relator groups’’ and include, for example, surface
w xgroups and the groups of torus knots. Tang 19 showed that a free product
of two surface groups, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy
w xseparable. Kim and Tang 10 extend Tang’s result to the case in which the
factors are Fuchsian groups. Fine and Rosenberger first established the
w xconjugacy separability of Fuchsian groups in 7 .
In this paper we prove the following general theorem.
MAIN THEOREM. Let G s A) B be a generalised free product of conju-H
gacy separable groups A and B, where H is infinite cyclic. Suppose that A and
B are subgroup separable, cyclic conjugacy separable, 2-free, and residually
p-finite, for all prime numbers p. Then G is conjugacy separable.
A group is said to be 2-free if every pair of its elements generates a free
subgroup. Cyclic conjugacy separability requires that any cyclic subgroup
can be separated from any disjoint conjugacy class by a homomorphism
onto a finite group.
From our main theorem, we are able to deduce a number of corollaries
as applications of the result. The results of Dyer and Tang mentioned
earlier follow as consequences of our main theorem.
w xTHEOREM 1.1 6, Dyer . A free product of two free groups, amalgamating
a cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy separable.
w xTHEOREM 1.2 19, Tang . A free product of two surface groups, amalga-
mating a cyclic subgroup, is conjugacy separable.
We are also able to obtain several interesting new results. Consider
groups of the form
G s A ) A ) A ) A ,1 U 2 H 3 V 4
where the amalgamated subgroups U, V, and H are all cyclic. Using the
main theorem, it is not too difficult to show that, if A , A , A , and A1 2 3 4
are all free groups, then G is conjugacy separable, provided that U and V
 .are maximal cyclic Theorem 4.1 . With a little more work, we can show
that the same thing is true if, instead of free groups, the A are assumed toi
 .be surface groups Theorem 4.3 . Moreover, it is possible to mix the types
of the factors. A group of the form
A ) A ) A ,1 U 2 V 3
in which each of A , A , and A is either a free group or a surface group,1 2 3
and in which one of U and V is maximal cyclic, is conjugacy separable
 .Theorem 4.4 .
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we explain the background material needed to under-
stand the rest of the paper. Proofs of most of the results in the first part of
this section are available in the cited literature. For general background on
w xcombinatorial group theory, please see 11, 12 .
A free product of groups A and B, amalgamating a subgroup H, is
denoted by A) B. Every element g in A) B either belongs to H or canH H
be written in the form g s g g ??? g , where g , g , . . . , g belong alter-1 2 n 1 2 n
nately to A and B, and where no g belongs to H. This representation isi
not unique, in general, but the number n is, and is called the length of g,
5 5written g . Members of H are defined to have length equal to zero. Note
 .that the elements of length equal to one comprise the set A j B _ H.
The most basic tool that we use in the study of conjugacy separability of
generalised free products is the following conjugacy theorem, due to
w xKarrass and Solitar 12 .
w xTHEOREM 2.1 12, Theorem 4.6 . Let G s A) B and let x g G be ofH
minimal length in its conjugacy class. Suppose that y g G is cyclically
reduced, and that x ; y.G
 . 5 5 5 51 If x s 0, then y F 1 and, if y g A, then there is a sequence
h , h , . . . , h of elements in H such that y ; h ; h ; ??? ; h s x.1 2 r A 1 B 2 A r
 . 5 5 5 52 If x s 1, then y s 1 and, either x, y g A and x ; y, or elseA
x, y g B and x ; y.B
 . 5 5 5 5 5 53 If x G 2, then x s y and y ; x* where x* is some cyclicH
permutation of x.
 :Let G be an arbitrary group. If S is a subset of G, then S denotes the
 :Gsubgroup of G generated by S, while S denotes the normal closure of
S in G. If a and b are elements of G, then we write a ; b to indicateS
that b s sy1as, for some s g S; that is, a and b are conjugate by an
element of S. If N is a normal subgroup of G, we often denote the
quotient group GrN by G, in which case, for an element g of G, the
coset gN is denoted by g. When it is convenient to do so, we may make no
mention of N, and merely refer to a homomorphic image G of G. In this
case, g refers to the image in G of an element g of G under some
 .perhaps unspecified homomorphism of G onto G.
On any group G a topology, called the profinite topology, is defined by
taking, for a basis of neighbourhoods of the identity, the family of all
normal subgroups of finite index. If we restrict the normal subgroup
involved to having p-power index, where p is a prime number, then we
 .obtain the pro-p topology. A subset S of a group G is profinitely closed in
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G if it is a closed set in the profinite topology on G; if it is closed in the
pro-p topology, we say that it is p-closed.
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that a group G is S-separable if S is closed
subset of G.
A group G is conjugacy separable if every conjugacy class in G is
profinitely closed in G. A conjugacy separable group is residually finite;
that is, the trivial subgroup is closed. An element of G is conjugacy
distinguished in G if its conjugacy class in G is closed. Thus, a group is
conjugacy separable if, and only if, every one among its nontrivial members
is conjugacy distinguished.
w xThe following fundamental result is due to Dyer 6 .
w xTHEOREM 2.3 6, Theorem 4 . A free product of two conjugacy separable
groups, amalgamating a finite subgroup, is conjugacy separable.
w xIn 19 , Tang has introduced the concept of ‘‘cyclic conjugacy separabil-
ity,’’ which we define as follows.
DEFINITION 2.4. A group G is said to be cyclic conjugacy separable if for
 :each g g G and for each cyclic subgroup h of G such that no conjugate
 :of g in G belongs to h , there exists a finite homomorphic image G of G
 :such that no conjugate of g in G belongs to h .
w xThe following results are due to Tang 19 .
w xTHEOREM 2.5 19, Theorem 2.5 . A generalised free product of finite
groups is cyclic conjugacy separable.
w xTHEOREM 2.6 19, Theorem 2.7 . Let G s A) B, where A and B areH
free or finitely generated nilpotent groups and H is cyclic. Then G is cyclic
conjugacy separable.
w xAs observed in 19 , it follows from this that the following is true.
THEOREM 2.7. Surface groups are cyclic conjugacy separable.
We shall need the concept of a ‘‘2-free’’ group.
DEFINITION 2.8. A group is called 2-free if every pair of its elements
generates a free subgroup.
Among the fundamental results on 2-free groups is the following one,
w xdue to Baumslag 3 .
w xTHEOREM 2.9 3 . Let G s A) B, where A and B are 2-free and whereH
H is malnormal in A and in B. Then G is 2-free.
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is malnormal in G if, for all
g g G _ H, one has H l gy1Hg s 1.
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Now, a surface group is a free product of two free groups, amalgamating
a maximal cyclic subgroup. It is easy to see that, in a free group, a cyclic
subgroup is malnormal if, and only if, it is maximal cyclic. Hence, Baum-
slag’s theorem implies that surface groups are 2-free. But we can take this
idea one step further.
Suppose that G s A) B, where A and B are surface groups, andH
where H is a maximal cyclic subgroup of A, and of B. Then, in fact, H is
 :malnormal in A and in B. For, if H s h , and if n is a nonzero integer
 : y1 nand a g A _ H, then a, h is free, since A is 2-free. Therefore, a h a g
 :  :H only if a, h is cyclic, in which case, a, h s H, by the maximality of
H. Thus, H is malnormal in A; likewise, H is malnormal in B. Now
Baumslag’s result Theorem 2.9 implies that G is 2-free. We state this
result formally, as follows.
COROLLARY 2.10. A free product of two surface groups, amalgamating a
maximal cyclic subgroup, is 2-free.
We need the following results on products of cyclic subgroups.
Recall that a group is subgroup separable if every one of its finitely
generated subgroups is profinitely closed.
LEMMA 2.11. Let G be a subgroup separable group and let x and y be
 :  : :  : :members of G. If x, y is x y -separable, then G is x y -separable.
 : :  :Proof. Let g g G _ x y . If g f x, y then, since G is subgroup
separable, there is a normal subgroup N, of finite index in G, such that
 :  : :  :g f N x, y , and so g f N x y . Thus, we may suppose that g g x, y .
 :  : :Since x, y is x y -separable, there is a normal subgroup M, of
 :  : :finite index in x, y , such that g f M x y . Note that M is finitely
 4  :generated. Let a , a , . . . , a be a transversal for M in x, y , where0 1 m
a s 1. Since a f M, for 1 F i F m, and since G is subgroup separable,0 i
there is a normal subgroup N, of finite index in G, such that a f NM,i
 :  : :for 1 F i F m. Then N l x, y is contained in M. If g g N x y then,
for some integers a and b , we have gy1 x a y b g N. But then gy1 x a y b g
 :  : :N l x, y ; M, and g g M x y , a contradiction. Therefore g f
 : :N x y .
LEMMA 2.12. If the group G is 2-free and subgroup separable, then G is
 : :x y -separable, for all x, y g G.
 : :  :Proof. Let g g G _ x y . Since G is 2-free, hence, x, y is free.
 :  : : w x  : :Then x, y is x y -separable 16 , so G is x y -separable by
Lemma 2.11.
COROLLARY 2.13. Let G be a free product of two free groups, amalgamat-
 : :ing a maximal cyclic subgroup. Then G is x y -separable, for all x, y g G.
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w xProof. Since G is subgroup separable 4 , this follows from Theorem
2.9 and Lemma 2.12.
COROLLARY 2.14. Let G be a free product of two surface groups, amalga-
 : :mating a maximal cyclic subgroup. Then G is x y -separable, for all
x, y g G.
Proof. From Corollary 2.10 we know that G is 2-free, and G is
w xsubgroup separable, by 15 . Hence, the corollary follows from Lemma
2.12.
Finally, we must make a few remarks about residually p-finite groups.
We note first the following basic results. Of course, p here denotes a
prime integer.
w xTHEOREM 2.15 9 . A free product of two residually p-finite groups,
amalgamating a cyclic, p-closed subgroup, is residually a finite p-group.
w xTHEOREM 2.16 9 . Let A and B be free or finitely generated, torsion free
nilpotent groups, and let G s A) B, where H is maximal cyclic subgroup inH
A and in B. Then G is residually a finite p-group, for each prime number p.
w xThe following result is from 13 .
THEOREM 2.17. A free product of two surface groups, amalgamating
a maximal cyclic subgroup, is residually a finite p-group, for all prime num-
bers p.
A ‘‘potent’’ group is one in which each nontrivial element can be
mapped to an element of prescribed order in some finite homomorphic
 .image. Such a group is necessarily torsion free. More precisely, a group
 4G is potent if, for each g g G _ 1 , and for each positive integer n, there
 :  n:is a normal subgroup N, of finite index in G, such that N l g s g .
An interesting result, due to Kim, is that a group is potent if it is
w xresidually a finite p-group, for all prime numbers p 9 . Therefore, we
obtain the following result.
COROLLARY 2.18. A free product of two surface groups, amalgamating a
maximal cyclic subgroup, is potent.
3. THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section, we shall present our proof of the main theorem restated
.below as Theorem 3.3 . First, however, we shall require the following
technical result.
 : :LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a 2-free group and suppose that G is x y -
separable, for all x, y g G. If h and ¨ are non-commuting elements of G
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then, for each positi¨ e integer « , there is a normal subgroup N, of finite index
a y1 bin G, such that h s ¨ h ¨g G s GrN only if « di¨ ides both a and b.
Proof. Since G is 2-free, and since h and ¨ do not commute, the
 :subgroup h, ¨ is free, of rank two. It follows that
yi y1 j  «: y1 « :h ¨ h ¨ f h ¨ h ¨ ,
 «: y1 « :for 0 F i, j - « , unless i s 0 s j. Since G is h ¨ h ¨ -separable,
there is a normal subgroup N, of finite index in G, such that hyi ¨y1 h j¨ f
 «: y1 « :N h ¨ h ¨ , for 0 F i, j - « , unless i s 0 s j.
a y1 bLet G s GrN, and suppose that h s ¨ h ¨, where a and b are
integers. Write a s m« q r and b s n« q s, where 0 F r, s - « . Then
yn «yr y1 s m« y1 « y1 « : :h ¨ h ¨ s h ¨ h¨ g h ¨ h ¨ ; .
yr y1 s  «: y1 « :whence, h ¨ h ¨ g N h ¨ h ¨ , and r s 0 s s, by our choice
for N. But this means that « divides both a and b , so the proof is com-
plete.
REMARK 3.2. Under the conditions of the lemma, one has also that «
a y1 b aq < h < y1 bdivides the order of h. For, h s ¨ h ¨ only if h s ¨ h ¨ , from
< < < <  < <.which it follows that « also divides a q h , so « divides h s a q h y
a . We shall need this observation in the proof of our main theorem.
Now we are ready to prove the principal result of this paper. The proof
is long, and we need to consider several cases along the way.
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a free product of conjugacy separable groups A
and B, amalgamating a cyclic subgroup. Suppose both A and B are subgroup
separable, cyclic conjugacy separable, 2-free, and residually p-finite for all
prime numbers p. Then G is conjugacy separable.
Proof. Note that both A and B are torsion free, and hence, that the
 :subgroup H s h is infinite cyclic. Let x and y be nonconjugate ele-
ments of G, and suppose, without loss of generality, that each of x and y
has minimal length in its conjugacy class in G. Since G is residually finite
w x1 , we may suppose that x and y are nontrivial.
To show that x and y are conjugacy distinguished in G, we shall find
finite homomorphic images A and B, of A and B, such that x and y are
not conjugate in G s A) B. Since G is free-by-finite, therefore, G isH
w xconjugacy separable 5 , so this is enough to show that x and y are
conjugacy distinguished in G.
We consider several cases, as follows, according to the lengths of x
and y.
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5 5 5 5 t sCase 1. x s 0 s y . Suppose that x s h and y s h , where s and t
are nonzero integers. Now, A and B are potent, since they are residually
p-finite, for all primes p. Hence, there are normal subgroups L and M of
 :  st:finite index in A and B, respectively, such that L l h s h s M l
 :h . Let G s A) B, where A s ArL and B s BrM. Then x and yH
< < < <have orders s and t , respectively, so they are not conjugate in G,
< < < <provided s / t .
< < < < s tSuppose then that s s t ; then s s yt, since h / h . Choose an odd
prime number p such that t is not divisible by p. Then A is residually
p-finite, so there is a normal subgroup L , of p-power index in A, such1
that h f L , and h is central in A s ArL . Likewise, there is a normal1 1
subgroup M , with p-power index in B, such that hM is central in BrM1 1 1
 :  p a:  :  p b:and h f M . Let L l h s h , and let M l h s h , and1 1 1
suppose, without loss of generality, that 0 - a F b. Since hM is central in1
byap .  :BrM , we may let B s BrM r h M , and also let A s ArL . We1 1 1 1
t ytclaim that, in G s A) B, the images x s h and y s h of x and y areH
not conjugate. For, if x and y are conjugate in G, then there is a sequence
« i .« , « , . . . , « of integers such that « s t, « s yt, and such that h1 2 r 1 r
« iq1and h are, alternately, conjugate in A or B. Since h is central in G it
t yt 2 tfollows that h s h , that is, that h s 1. But h has odd order equal to a
power of p, so this contradicts our assumption that p does not divide t.
Thus, our claim is established.
5 5 5 5  :Case 2. x s 0 and y s 1. Suppose that y g A _ h . Then no
conjugate of y in A belongs to H, because y is of minimal length in its
conjugacy class. Since A is cyclic conjugacy separable, there is a normal
subgroup L, of finite index in A, such that in the quotient A s ArL the
 :conjugacy class of y is disjoint from h . Since B is residually p-finite, for
w xall prime numbers p it follows that B is potent, by 9 . Hence, there is a
normal subgroup M, of finite index in G, such that M l H s L l H. If
 :G s A) B then, since x g h , it follows that x and y are not conjugateH
in G.
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Case 3. x / y and one of x and y is at least 2. Using the
assumptions that A and B are subgroup separable and potent, we can find
a length preserving homomorphism of G onto a group of the form
G s A) B, where A and B are finite homomorphic images of A and ofH
5 5 5 5B, respectively. Since we then have x / y , and since x and y have
minimal lengths in their respective conjugacy classes, it follows that x and
y are not conjugate in the conjugacy separable group G.
5 5 5 5Case 4. x s 1 and y s 1. Suppose, first, that x and y belong to
the same factor; say, x, y g A _ H. Since A is cyclic conjugacy separable,
there is a normal subgroup L , of finite index in A, such that no conjugate1
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 :of xL , in ArL , belongs to hL . There is also a normal subgroup L ,1 1 1 2
with finite index in A such that xL and yL are not conjugate in ArL .2 2 2
Let L s L l L , and let A s ArL. Then no conjugate of x in A1 2
 :belongs to h , and x and y are not conjugate in A. Once again, the
potency of B implies the existence of a normal subgroup M, of finite index
in B, such that M l H s L l H. Let G s A) B, where B s BrM.H
Then, since x and y are not conjugate in A, neither are they conjugate in
G, by Theorem 2.1.
Now suppose that x and y do not belong to the same factor, say x g A
and y g B. Then, since A and B are potent and cyclic conjugacy separa-
ble, there is a homomorphism of G onto a group of the form G s A) B,H
where x and y have the minimal length 1 it their conjugacy classes, and
where A and B are finite homomorphic images of A and of B, respec-
tively. Since we then have x g A _ H and y g B _ H, it follows that x and
y are not conjugate in G.
5 5 5 5Case 5. x s y G 2. This case is the most complicated, and we shall
have to consider a few subcases as the argument progresses. The general
approach may be outlined as follows.
We write x and y as cyclically reduced products
x s u u . . . u and y s ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ ,1 2 r 1 2 r
 .where r is the common length of x and y. Since x and y are not
conjugate in G, it follows that x is not conjugate in H to any cyclic
permutation y* s ¨ . . . ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ of y. This means that none of thei r 1 iy1
equations
I i : u u . . . u s hya i ¨ . . . ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ ha i . 1 2 r i r 1 iy1
has an integer solution a .i
 4Suppose that, for each i g 1, 2, . . . , r , there are normal subgroups Li
and M , of finite index in A and in B, respectively, with the followingi
properties.
1. L l H s M l Hi i
2. If h is the canonical homomorphism of G onto the free producti
5 5 5  .5of ArL and BrM , amalgamating HL rL s HM rM , then x s h xi i i i i i i
5 5 5  .5and y s h y .i
3. The equation
I i : h u . . . h u .  .  .i 1 i r
ya ai is h h h ¨ . . . h ¨ h ¨ . . . h ¨ h h , .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i r i 1 i iy1 i
 .obtained by applying h to I i , has no integer solution a .i i
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Let M and L denote the intersections of the L and the M , respec-i i
tively, and let G s A) B, where A s ArL and B s BrM. Then x and yH
are cyclically reduced, and x is not conjugate in H to any cyclic permuta-
tion of y. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, x and y are not conjugate in G.
Thus, our task is to construct, for each i, a homomorphism h asi
described above. For notational simplicity, we shall only consider the case
in which i s 1, the other cases being similar.
 .Now, if u and ¨ do not belong to the same factor A or B , then it is1 1
easy to find a length preserving homomorphism onto a group of the form
G s A) B, where A and B are finite, and in which x and y are notH
 :conjugate in h . Thus, we may assume that u and ¨ belong to the samei i
factor for 1 F i F r.
To begin, we choose normal subgroups L and M , of finite index in A1 1
and B, respectively, such that, if u , ¨ g A, then u , ¨ f L H, and ifi i i i 1
u , ¨ g B, then u , ¨ f M H. These subgroups L and M exist becausei i i i 1 1 1
A and B are subgroup separable, and none of the u ’s and ¨ ’s belongs toi i
H. Now, the canonical homomorphism of G onto the generalised free
product of ArL and BrM does not quite measure up, so to construct1 1
the homomorphism h we consider, separately, three subcases, as follows.1
The reader should bear in mind that the groups L and M just chosen1 1
will be used throughout the remainder of the proof.
Subcase 5.1. u f H¨ H, for some i. Suppose, without loss of generality,i i
 : y1:that u , ¨ g A. By Lemma 2.12, A is h ¨ h¨ -separable, so there is ai i i i
normal subgroup L , of finite index in A such that u ¨y1 f2 i i
 : y1: w xL h ¨ h¨ , and hence, u f L H¨ H. Since A and B are potent 9 ,2 i i i 2 i
there are normal subgroups L and M, of finite index in A and B,
respectively, such that L ; L l L , M ; M , and L l H s M l H. If1 2 1
A s ArL and B s BrM, and if we let G s A) B, then u f H¨ H. ItH i i
follows that x is not conjugate to y in H, so we may take h to be the1
canonical homomorphism of G onto G.
In the remaining two subcases, we shall assume that u g H¨ H, fori i
1 F i F r. Define l to be the largest index l such that u . . . u g1 l
H¨ . . . ¨ H.1 l
Subcase 5.2. u g H¨ H, for 1 F i F r, and in which l - r. Supposei i
that a and b are integers such that u s ha i ¨ h b i, for 1 F i F r, andi i i i
let a and b be integers such that u . . . u s ha¨ . . . ¨ h b. Then u . . .1 l 1 l 1
 .u f H¨ . . . ¨ H by our choice of l , and hence,lq1 1 lq1
¨ . . . ¨ h bqalq1¨ f H¨ . . . ¨ H .1 l lq1 1 lq1
Consequently, b q a must be nonzero and h and ¨ do not com-lq1 lq1
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mute. Let m be the largest index k F l for which h and ¨ do notk
commute. For definiteness, let us assume that ¨ g A and ¨ g B; thelq1 m
three remaining cases may be handled similarly.
< <Choose an integer « ) b q a . By Lemma 3.1, there is a normallq1
subgroup M , of finite index in B, such that in the quotient group2
˜ ˜s y1˜tB s BrM , we have h s ¨ h ¨ only if « divides the integers s and t.˜ ˜2 m m
Also, by Lemma 3.1, there is a normal subgroup L , of finite index in A,2
ˆs y1 ˆt ˆsuch that for any integers s and t, we have h s ¨ h ¨ in A s ArL ,ˆ ˆlq1 lq1 2
only if « divides both s and t. As before, there are subgroups L and M, of
finite index in A and B, respectively, such that L ; L l L , M ; M l1 2 1
M , and such that L l H s M l H. Let G s A) B, where A s ArL2 H
and B s BrM.
We assert that
u u . . . u f H ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ H .1 2 lq1 1 2 lq1
In fact, if u u . . . u g H ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ H, then there are integers k and1 2 lq1 1 2 lq1
l such that
yk lu u . . . u s h ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ h .1 2 lq1 1 2 lq1
 .It follows from this that there is a sequence k , k , . . . , k of integers1 2 lq1
such that k y k s a , k q b s l, and such that0 lq1 lq1
yk kiy1 i¨ s h ¨ h , for 1 F i F l,i i
while
bqa yk klq1 l lq1h ¨ s h ¨ h .lq1 lq1
Because L ; L and M ; M , we may conclude that « divides each of2 2
k q b q a and k and k . Since h commutes with ¨ , for m - i F l,l lq1 my1 m i
it follows that
k k km mq1 lh s h s ??? s h .
 .Thus, « divides k ; whence, « divides b q a s k q b q a y k .l lq1 l lq1 l
< <This contradicts the fact that « was chosen so that « ) b q a .lq1
Therefore, our assertion is established.
Finally, it is an immediately consequence of this that x s u . . . u and1 r
y s ¨ . . . ¨ are not conjugate in H, so we may take h to be the canonical1 r 1
homomorphism of G onto G.
Subcase 5.3. l s r. Let x s ha yh b, where a and b are integers. Since
x and y are not conjugate in H, we have a q b / 0. If h and y commute,
choose normal subgroups L and M, with finite index in A and B,
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respectively, such that
 2aqb .:L l H s M l H F h ,
and such that L is contained in L , and M is contained in M . If1 1
G s A) B, where A s ArL and B s BrM, then x and y are notH
conjugate in H. In fact, since h and y commute, if x and y are conjugate
in H, they are equal. But then
a b aqb aqbx s h yh s h y s h x ,
aqbwhence h s 1. This contradicts our choices of L and M, which
< <guarantee that the order of h is at least 2 a q b . Finally, since x and y
are not conjugate in H, we may take h to be the canonical homomor-1
phism of G onto G.
Now suppose that h and y do not commute, so that the commutator
w x w xh, y s h, ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ is nontrivial. Let k be the least among the indices i1 2 r
for which h and ¨ do not commute. For definiteness, suppose that ¨i k
< <belongs to A. Choose an integer « , with « ) a q b . By Lemma 3.1, there
˜s y1˜tis a normal subgroup L, of finite index in A, such that h s ¨ h ¨ in˜ ˜k k
A˜ s ArL , for integers s and t, only if « divides both s and t. By potency,2
there are normal subgroups L and M, of finite index in L l L and M ,1 2 1
respectively, such that L l H s M l H. Let G s A) B, where A s ArLH
and B s BrM.
We claim that x and y are not conjugate in H. Suppose, for an eventual
yl lcontradiction, that x s h yh , for some integer l. Hence, we have
a b yl lh ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ h s h ¨ ¨ . . . ¨ h .1 2 r 1 2 r
a yl l yl l1 1 2Then we have a sequence h ¨ s h ¨ h , ¨ s h ¨ h , ¨ s1 1 2 2 3
yl l yl l b yl l2 3 ky1 k ry1h ¨ h , . . . , ¨ s h ¨ h , . . . , ¨ h s h ¨ h of equations, for3 k k r r
certain integers l , l , . . . , l . Our choice of L implies that if « divides1 2 ry1
l , then « divides l for 1 F i - r. Moreover, from the first equation itk i
follows that « divides a q l and, from the last equation we see that « also
 .  .divides l y b. Hence, « divides a q b s a q l y l y b . This con-
tradicts our choice of « , and establishes our claim that x and y are not
conjugate in H, so we may take h to be the canonical homomorphism of1
G onto G. This completes the proof.
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4. APPLICATIONS
With our proof of the main theorem now in hand, we are now ready to
provide a number of applications mentioned in the Introduction. We begin
by considering iterated generalised free products of free groups.
THEOREM 4.1. Let A and B each be a free product of two free groups,
amalgamating a maximal cyclic subgroup, and let G s A) B, where H isH
 .cyclic not necessarily maximal . Then G is conjugacy separable.
Proof. According to the main theorem, we must show that A and B
are subgroup separable, cyclic subgroup separable, 2-free, and residually
p-finite, for all prime numbers p. These facts are witnessed, respectively,
w xby 4 , Theorems 2.6, 2.9, and 2.16.
The same result holds if we replace the free groups by surface groups.
Before proving this, however, we must ensure that certain generalised free
products of surface groups are cyclic conjugacy separable.
LEMMA 4.2. A free product of two surface groups, amalgamating a cyclic
subgroup, is cyclic conjugacy separable.
Proof. Let G s A) B, where A and B are surface groups, and whereH
 :H s h is cyclic. Let u and g be members of G such that no conjugate of
 :g belongs to u . We seek a finite quotient group G of G such that the
 :conjugacy class of g in G is disjoint from u . It suffices, in fact, to find a
homomorphic image of G of the form G s A) B, where A and B areH
finite. For, such a group is cyclic conjugacy separable by Theorem 2.5. We
can then find a normal subgroup K of G, with finite index, such that no
conjugate of the image g in GrK belongs to the cyclic subgroup gener-
ated by the image of u. We may suppose that g and u have minimal
lengths in their respective conjugacy classes in G. We shall consider
several cases, as follows.
 :  .Case 1. u g h . If the length of g is at most 1 say g g A then, since
A is cyclic conjugacy separable, there is a normal subgroup L, of finite
 :index in A, such that no conjugate of g belongs to u in the quotient
w xgroup A s ArL. By Corollary 2.2 in 19 , since B is residually a finitely
generated, torsion free nilpotent group, and is therefore potent, hence,
there is normal subgroup M, of finite index in B, such that M l H s L l
 :H, and such that no two distinct elements of h in B s BrM are
iconjugate in B. Let G s A) B. If g ; u for some i then, by the choiceH G
iof M, Theorem 2.1 implies g ; u . Hence, by the choice of L, it followsA
 :that no conjugate of g in G can belong to u . Now suppose that the
length of g is at least 2; then g is cyclically reduced, because it has
minimal length in its conjugacy class in G. Using the facts that A and B
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 :  :are h -separable and h -potent, we may construct a length preserving
epimorphism from G onto a group of the form G s A) B, where A andH
B are finite homomorphic images of A and B, respectively. Since g then
 :has length equal to that of g, which is at least 2, and since u g h has
 :length equal to zero, it follows that no conjugate of g belongs to u .
Case 2. u has length equal to 1. In this case, u belongs to one of the
factors; for definiteness, say u g A. If the length of g is at least two, then
we may proceed as in the second part of Case 1. If g belongs to A, then
the argument used in the first part of Case 1 yields the desire result.
Suppose, then, that g g B _ H. Since g has minimal length in its
 :conjugacy class, no conjugate of g belongs to h . Since B is cyclic
conjugacy separable, there is a normal subgroup M, of finite index in B,
 :such that, in B s BrM, the conjugacy class of g and the group h are
 .disjoint. Choose by potency a normal subgroup L, of finite index in A,
 :  :such that L l h s M l h , and let G s A) B, where A s ArL.H
Since u g A, and since no conjugate of g in G belongs to H, it follows
 :that no conjugate of g belongs to u .
Case 3. The length of u is at least 2. The desired result is immediate, in
w xthis case, from Tang’s Lemma 2.6 in 19 .
Having exhausted all possible cases, the proof is complete.
THEOREM 4.3. Let each of A and B be a free product of two surface
groups, amalgamating a maximal cyclic subgroup. Then a generalised free
product A) B, in which H is cyclic, is conjugacy separable.H
Proof. A free product of two surface groups, amalgamating a maximal
w xcyclic subgroup, is subgroup separable by 15 . We also noted, in Corollary
2.10, that A and B are 2-free. By Theorem 2.17, both A and B are
residually p-finite, for all prime numbers p. Lemma 4.2 implies that A and
B are cyclic conjugacy separable. Finally, Theorem 3.3 yields the result.
THEOREM 4.4. Let G s A ) A ) A , where each A is either a free1 u: 2 ¨: 3 i
 :group or a surface group, and where u is a maximal cyclic subgroup of A1
and A . Then G is conjugacy separable.2
We conclude by mentioning a few open questions.
Question. Does Theorem 4.1 hold if the free groups are replaced by
Fuchsian groups or by the groups of torus knots?
Question. Do the results in Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 extend to finite tree
products?
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